Introduction
This paper is based on three lectures presented at the Prague Seminar on Relativistic H.c-avy-Ion Physics in September 1994. The first lecture, following a general introduction, focuses on three different aspects of the CERN experiment WA80. I first present results on global event characteristics deduced primarily from measured distributions of transverse energy and of forward energy [l] . The purpose is to introduce the main general features of nucleus-nucleus reactions at the highest energies currently available.
I highlight the role of projectile-target geometry, discuss the degree of nuclear stopping, and estimate the energy densities attained in these reactions. This discussion is followed by a presentation of one of two topics that are unique to the WA80 experiment and which are not addressed by any of the other CERN collaborations that study nucleus-nucleus reactions: direct measurements of photons [2] . The second topic unique to WA80, measurements of proton-proton correlations in the target-fragmentation region [3] , is covered in the first part of the second lecture. The remainder of the second lecture is devoted to a selective overview of results obtained at the AGS accelerator of Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). The third lecture is devoted to a discussion of the two main experiments, STAR and PHENIX, planned for the Relativistic Heavy Ion they are strongly anti-correlated. Both EF and ET were measured by means of sampling calorimeters [4, 51.
The main reaction features can be understood on the basis of a schematic "cleancut" geometry picture in which colliding nuclei are regarded, to first order, as colliding spheres. At any given impact parameter, all nucleons that are contained in the overlap region of the two spheres are considered to be participants, while nucleons outside of this region are spectators. On the assumption that EF depends monotonically on the impact parameter b, it is possible to deduce b on an event-by-event basis. Furthermore, based on Glauber theory [1, 6] , it is also possible to deduce, for each event, the number of projectile nucleons participating in the collision, W,, as well as the number of target participants, WT. As will be seen below, the determination of the total number of participants provides us with a valuable tool which enables us to obtain a unified quantitative description of the various reactions studied by WA80.
Transverse energy measurements were performed with the Midrapidity Calorimeter MIRAC [5] . ET measurements are important because results can be used to estimate energy densities that might have been attained (see below) and because they provide us with an indication of the degree of nuclear stopping that has taken place. Most ET distributions, including those of WA80, are measured in a limited pseudorapidity region. Comparisons between different experiments (and between results from the same experiment at different energies) can be made in terms of 9 distributions. Such distributions from 32S interactions with various target nuclei are shown in Fig. 1 . It can be seen (and it is confirmed by numerous other results) that these distributions are Gaussian. Consequently, we can study the systematics of ET production with the help of three parameters which characterize each measured distribution: the maximum value, the average, and the width.
As an example, we show in Fig. 2 the maximum values of 9 distributions as a function of the average total number of participants, w. The TImaz values are seen to be nearly proportional to w with slopes of 0.64 and 0.9 GeV/nucleon at 60A GeV and 200A GeV, respectively. The increase of %I mar as a function of increasing target mass noted in Fig. 1 is thus a result of the increasing number of target participants involved in the collision. Similar increases in TImaz are observed as a function of the centrality of the collision and as a function of projectile mass, both of which also involve an increase in the total number of participants. The interesting overall conclusion is that the transverse energy produced per participating baryon depends only on the beam energy per nucleon and not on projectile mass or on the centrality of the collision.
We next consider the degree of nuclear stopping involved in the collisions. This is an important concept since a high degree of stopping is a prerequisite for the formation of a baryon-rich system of sufficient energy density such that it may lead to a phase transition to the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) in the currently-explored fixed-target systems. While an intuitive picture of this concept is not difficult to grasp, no universally accepted quantitative definition of it exists. Stopping has been alternatively described as the "boosting of participant nucleons to central rapidity," as the "rapidity loss of projectile nucleons," and, in an effort to obtain a quantitative description based on readily-available data, as the "transverse energy produced relative to that which can be expected on the basis of some (e.g., fireball) model in which full stopping is implicit."
Since in WAS0 experiments the participating baryons are not specifically identified, we are restricted to the last definition given above in estimating the degree of stopping.
We first obtain values for total ET from the 9 data by integrating the Gaussian distributions which have been extrapolated into the region of in which measurements were not made. We then proceed to obtain values of the stopping ratio, RT, by dividing the measured ET values by %(E,.,. -W mc2), which is the upper limit on possible production of transverse energy, based on the formation of an isotropic fireball. This leads to a lower limit on the estimated degree of nuclear stopping. The RT values obtained by this procedure range from -0.6 for reactions at 60 GeV/nucleon to -0.5 for reactions at 200 GeV. The assumption of a Landau fireball, which includes longitudinal expansion not present in an isotropic fireball, leads to somewhat higher values of the stopping ratio, However, the overall conclusion remains that the degree of stopping at these energies is high, but not complete. These are reasonably favorable conditions for high energy-density production, which is the next topic that we consider.
In the case of energy densities there is no problem of definition (energy per unit volume, expressed in GeV/fm3). Here, however, there is a conceptual problem when attempts are made to extract energy density values from data. To what stage of the collision process do the extracted values refer? During the course of a reaction, there is first a buildup of energy density during the early stages, followed by a decrease during the expansion process. The buildup of energy density results from both the dynamics of the collision (sharp increase in baryon density per unit volume) as well as from particle formation (mostly pions). Yet, only educated guesses are available for the "formation time" (e.g., 1 fm/c), and it remains virtually a free parameter. It is even possible that the expansion process is initiated before particle formation is terminated. The most frequently-used method of estimating the attained energy density is attributed to Bjorken [?I. It assumes longitudinal growth and free hydrodynamic flow in a baryon-free region. Strictly speaking, given the assumptions of the Bjorken approach, it should only be applied to cases where there is a baryon-free plateau in the distribution and not to the Gaussian distributions with large midrapidity baryon admixtures obtained here. This reservation notwithstanding, values of EBJ for our cases range from a low of 1.0 GeV/fm3 for l60+Cu at 60 GeV/nucleon to 2.0 GeV/fm3 for 3 2 S + A~ at 200 GeV/nucleon. In the latter case, if a sample of events with the highest values of ET is selected, a value of 2.9 GeV/fm3 is obtained for E B J . Theoretical estimates of the energy density required for the phase transition to the QGP to take place are typically in the range of 3 GeV/fm3 with a broad band of uncertainty around this value. Thus if the required energy densities for QGP formation have not actually been attained in our cases, we probably do not stand very far from this goal. 
WA80 photon measurements
Photons, being color-neutral, are potentially good probes of highly compressed and excited nuclear matter and of possible transitions to the quark-gluon plasma. Unfortunately, measurements of photons from nucleus-nucleus collisions are difficult due to a huge combinatorial background from the decay of TO'S (and of other mesons) and also due to the background resulting from hadronic showers produced by a large number of charged pions impinging on the photon detectors [8] . However, through the application of the event-mixing technique in which combinatorial backgrounds are evaluated by deliberately pairing detected photons from separate events, it is possible to reconstruct xo and q mesons down to signal-to-background ratios of 0.002. Absolute xo transverse momentum spectra are shown in Fig. 3 for central and peripheral events from S+S and S+Au reactions at 200 GeV/nucleon. The data cover a range of seven orders of magnitude. Exponential fits to the spectra in the pT range from about 0.5 to 2.0 GeV/c are also shown in Fig. 3 , together with the corresponding slope parameters. In Fig. 4 q / x o ratios are shown as a function of p~, together with results from similar hadron-hadron and hadron-nucleus measurements [9] . The solid line is the result of a fit to all data shown in Fig. 4 following the mT-scaling parametrization of Bourquin and Gaillard [lo] . We conclude that m T scaling of meson production in nucleus-nucleus collisions is consistent with the phenomenological m T scaling previously established in hadron-hadron and hadron-nucleus reactions. We make use of this conclusion to estimate the small contribution that decays of hadrons, other than the measured xo7s and q mesons, make to the total observed yield of photons.
We next consider yields of single photons. Single "direct" photons are expected from a variety of different sources such as hard QCD processes and thermal radiation from the QGP. Specific processes include quark-quark annihilation and quark-gluon Compton scattering. In a low-temperature hadron gas the photons are produced primarily via the x+ + x--+ y + po and the T* + p -+ 7+& reactions. For a given event class, the single photon yield is obtained from the difference between the measured inclusive photon yield for that event class and the photon yield expected from the decay of known resonances for the same event class obtained with the aid of simulations. The input to the simulation calculations is obtained from our measured T O and 7 cross sections and from estimates (based on m T scaling) of the contributions to the total gamma yield from the decay of nonreconstructed mesons, such as w , q', and K O . The total contribution from the decay of nonreconstructed mesons is estimated to be less than 2% of the contribution from reconstructed hadrons. The range of total errors is 6 -7% in the PT range 0.3 -1.5
GeV/c.
Traditionally, single-photon results are presented in terms of y/xo ratios since most observed photons arise from xo decay, and therefore, the T O yield sets the scale for the sensitivity of the direct photon search. Plots of y / r 0 versus p~ indicate that a small, but statistically-significant excess of photons over those due to hadronic decays is observed in central collisions but not in peripheral collisions. In Fig. 5 It can be seen that the slope parameter is 180 MeV/c. Based on the decay kinematics of assumed single-photon production, this translates to a hadronic gas temperature of about 165 MeV. This result, even though preliminary, has aroused considerable interest in the theoretical community [11,12]. Work continues via independent evaluations in order to confirm or modify the preliminary WA80 single-photon yields presented here.
Two-proton correlations in the target fragmentation region
In this first part of the second lecture, we consider the most interesting results that have been obtained by WA80 in the target fragmentation region (-1.7 < 7 < 1.3).
These are the source radii extracted from measured two-proton correlations [3] . The principle involved here is based on the interference that arises between matter waves of two identical particles if there are two possible paths for the particles to follow from the emission point to the coincident detectors. The observed amplitudes lead to a separation of the emission regions, and source distributions can then be deduced. In our case, no reliable analytical expressions exist with which direct fits to the data can be made. Consequently, following Pratt [13], our results are deduced from comparisons of numerical simulations to data. We have assumed spherical Gaussian-shaped source distributions with a lifetimes of T = 0 fm/c. This results in upper limits for spatial extents of extracted sources. Detector effects are included in the calculations, and care was taken to correct for misidentified particles and for other experimental effects.
Extracted radii obtained by this procedure are shown in Fig. 6 for reactions of protons and l 6 0 ions with C, Cu, Ag, and Au targets, as well as for 32S interactions with A1
and Au nuclei at 200 GeV/nucleon. Remarkably, the radii follow closely a monotonic increase with the mass of the target, proportional to The hatched band in Fig. 6 indicates geometric radii of the target nuclei. The source radii extracted from heavy-ion reactions lie somewhat above the target geometric radii, while those obtained from p-induced reactions are very close to the target radii. This suggests that, at these energies, even in proton-induced reactions, the whole target nucleus is involved in the reaction. We conclude that the simple participant-spectator picture has to be viewed with some caution.
A sampler of AGS results
In the remainder of this second lecture, I discuss results obtained with heavy ions at the AGS accelerator of Brookhaven National Laboratory. I will highlight the mature results that have been obtained with silicon beams at 14.6 GeV/nucleon as well as preliminary results obtained with recently available beams of Au ions at 11.6 GeV/nucleon. Since The discussion of nuclear stopping in Section 2 above was based on measurements of transverse energy. A more direct determination of the degree of stopping is obtained from measured rapidity distributions of protons. As was pointed out, nuclear stopping is characterized by the rapidity loss of projectile protons or by the boosting of the protons to central rapidity. The distribution of protons from the reaction Si+A1 at 14.6 GeV/nucleon is shown in Fig. 7 [15] . The absence of a peak at the beam rapidity indicates that the degree of stopping is large. However, the width of the observed peak is larger than the width that would have been produced by a source involving complete stopping, followed by isotropic emission. It can be concluded that either the degree of stopping for this case is only in the 65%-70% range, or that the protons are initially fully stopped, and that their emission takes place subsequently from a longitudinally expanding source, In contrast, stopping at AGS energies is essentially complete for systems that involve at least one very heavy nucleus, such as lead. A compilation of proton rapidity distributions from central collisions of 28Si+Pb obtained by AGS experiments E802, E810, and E814 indicates that the agreement between the different experiments is good, that the stopping is consistent with loo%, and that the observed results are well-described by standard event generators.
Full stopping and high baryon densities can also-be deduced from recent measurements of transverse energy production in Au+Au reactions at 11.4 GeV/nucleon. d E~/ d q distributions from experiment E814/E877 are shown in Fig. 8 [14] . Note that ET values produced per unit of pseudorapidity are about nine times larger in the Au+Au case than in the Si+A1 case. Allowing for the difference in beam energy, the increase in ET density in the central rapidity region is nearly 50% greater than that expected from the available energy in the center-of-mass. Event generators that adequately describe transverse energy production indicate, for the Au+Au case, an initial energy density of -1.5 GeV/fm3 and an initial baryon density of more than eight times that of normal nuclear matter.
It was pointed out in Section 2 that d E~/ d v distributions at CERN energies have
Gaussian shapes and that, consequently, the systematics of transverse energy production can be studied with reference to maximum values, averages, and widths of these distributions. From Fig 8 it can be seen that the distributions are also Gaussian at AGS energies. In Fig. 9 the Gaussian parameters are plotted for a number of reactions studied by the E814/E877 Collaboration as a function of collision centrality 1161. One interesting feature of these plots is that, with increasing centrality, the centroids shift concluded that a total of 18.5 GeV of ET is produced per GeV in 6.
We next consider emission source sizes at freeze-out as deduced from pion-pion correlations. Interferometry studies have been introduced in Section 4 in the context of source sizes in the target fragmentation region. Two-pion correlation functions for both positive and negative pions from central Si+Pb collisions at 14.6 GeV/nucleon are shown in Fig. 10 . As in the case discussed in Section 4, no reliable analytical expressions are available in this case, and the data were evaluated with reference to a theoretical model. are shown for Si+Pb central collisions at 14.6 GeV/nucleon. The total A++ multiplicity is 2.1 f 0.7. The RQMD prediction for the same rapidity interval, y = 1.9 -3.1, is 1.8, which is in reasonable agreement with the measured value. To obtain an estimate of the temperature from the above results, population probabilities of all nonstrange nucleon resonances with masses below 2 GeV are considered. These are shown in Fig. 13 as a function of the temperature T 1141. As expected, the A resonance is the dominant state. From the measured A to nucleon ratio of 0.37, one can conclude on the basis of Fig. 13 , that the temperature is 140 MeV in the system under consideration. This value is consistent with a temperature of about 150 MeV determined from direct analysis of pion spectra.
"Temperatures" determined from slopes of spectra of identified baryons or mesons vary depending on the species of the emitted particle. . An enhancement effect in the I -+ yields was found relative to both pion and K -production. In the rapidity range from 1.2 to 1.4, the K+/n+ ratios were found to be 0.078 in p+Be, 0.125 in p+Au, and 0.182 in Si+Au. The peaks of the I(+ rapidity distributions were found to be at the same rapidities as those of the pions. In a study of K+/T+ ratios as a function of target mass and centrality, it was found that the enhancement effect was most pronounced in central Si+Au collisions, that Si+Al values were lower (presumably due to incomplete stopping effects), and that noncentral Si+Cu values were similar to those of Si+Al. The Au+Au result of the E802/E866 Collaboration is shown in Fig. 15 together with results for lighter systems. In the Au+Au case, the value of I<+/./r+ reaches about 0.25.
In summary, it has been learned at the AGS that: interacting nuclei stop each other to a large extent (about 70% in the Si+Al case and nearly 100% in cases involving Pb and Au nuclei); longitudinal and transverse expansions take place during the course of the reaction resulting in a large freeze-out radius; and the freeze-out temperatures are in the vicinity of 140 MeV.
The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider at the Brookhaven National Laboratory
In this third lecture I present plans for experiments at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) under construction at the Brookhaven National Laboratory. The primary purpose of this large accelerator is the search for the quark-gluon plasma (QGP), which is a state of matter in which quarks and gluons are deconfined over a volume of nuclear dimensions. The fixed-target experiments at CERN's SPS and BNL's AGS that were discussed in the first two lectures also have as one of their goals the production of the QGP. However, as was pointed out in Section 2, the energy densities attained in the SPS and AGS energy regimes may not be sufficiently high for the phase transition to the QGP to take place. Some of the experimental results obtained thus far, such as the suppression of J / $ production in central nucleus-nucleus collisions, can be explained on the basis of QGP formation. Unfortunately, essentially all of the observations can also be explained by means of other effects, including those resulting from the creation of hot, dense hadronic matter. Thus, the principal value of the data obtained until now at the fixed-target experiments is to provide us with a basis of understanding of the general features of nucleus-nucleus reactions at these extreme energies. In late 1994 the last phase of fixed-target heavy-ion experiments at CERN will be initiated, with the availability of beams of lead ions with energies of 160 GeV/nucleon. While it is possible that reactions with these very heavy projectiles will provide us with less ambiguous results regarding possible QGP formation, the focus of the community is shifting to the two collider projects: RHIC, a project dedicated to nucleus-nucleus studies, and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), which is proposed at CERN primarily for particle-physics studies but which will also have the capability to accelerate heavy ions. One other point needs to be made. If the QGP is produced in fixed-target experiments, it will be formed in the relatively low-temperature and high-density region of the phase diagram. Its baryon content will be large, due to the presence of projectile and target baryons at all values of rapidity. On the other hand, in the collider regime, we anticipate that the QGP will be formed at a significantly higher temperature and that it will be nearly baryon-free in the central-rapidity region. We can expect major differences in the properties of the two types of plasma, and explanations of observed effects based on hadronic scenarios may not apply equally in the two cases.
RHIC has been a formal construction project since 1991, although the tunnel, the helium refrigeration system, and the experimental halls were constructed in the early 1980s as part of the abandoned ISABELLE/CBA facility. Use will be made of the existing AGS, Booster, Tandem Van de Graaff, and proton linac accelerators. The site plan is shown in Fig. 16 . Projectile energies will range from 100 GeV/nucleon for Au ions to 250 GeV for protons. The machine consists of two independent rings of superconducting magnets, making it possible to collide any combination of nuclear species including p+Au. The design luminosities are 2 x 1026/cm2/s and 1031/cm2/s for Au+Au at the maximum energy and for protons, respectively. These luminosities can be increased by an order of magnitude via upgrades that are already under consideration.
The installation of dipoles at RHIC is currently underway and will take about two years to complete. Routine operation is expected to begin in the spring of 1999.
There are two major experiments currently under construction, PHENIX and STAR. These are described below. In addition, two smaller experiments, BRAHMS and PHO-BOS, are under active consideration, but will not be discussed here. Since I am personally associated with PHENIX and since this detector makes use of "penetrating probes'' such as leptons and photons which are well-matched to studies of early reaction stages and of possible QGP formation, this experiment is emphasized in the remainder of this lect ure.
The PHENIX experiment at RHIC
The primary goal of PHENIX is to detect the QGP and to study its properties by performing systematic investigations of leptonic, photonic, and hadronic signatures. The design philosophy was to provide the capability of carrying out simultaneous studies of as many potential signatures of QGP formation as possible and to enable searches for correlated changes in several observables as a function of global parameters such as charged-particle multiplicity or energy density. Studies of both A+A and p+A reactions are envisaged. High resolution and good particle-identification capabilities are stressed. Physics topics and possible QGP signatures to be studied include the following:
a. Debye-screening of parton interactions due to large parton densities, leading to the Studies of strangeness and charm production, of jet-quenching, and of space-time evolution will also be pursued. Since some of the QGP signatures may involve rare processes and small effects, PHENIX is designed to be able to operate at the highest luminosities expected at RHIC.
An isometric view of the PHENIX detector is shown in Fig. 17 . The detector consists essentially of two separate spectrometers: a two-arm electron-photon spectrometer located at midrapidity and a muon spectrometer located in the forward-rapidity region. The rapidity and azimuthal acceptances of the three spectrometer arms are shown in Fig. 18 . In a limited region (also shown in Fig. 18 ) of one of the electron-photon arms, it is possible to identify hadrons by means of a time-of-flight system. Since a large range of momentum coverage is required for electron detection (150 MeV/c -4 GeV/c), several subsystems are required for adequate pion rejection over the entire dynamic range, including ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors and time-expansion chambers. While both electron-photon arms feature full electromagnetic calorimeter coverage, two different technologies are used: homogeneous lead-glass detectors and lead-scintillator sampling calorimeters. The array of lead-glass modules is installed behind the time-of-flight detector. The electron spectrometers are installed inside an axial-field magnet, while the muon spectrometer has its own (Llampshade') magnet consisting of a central "piston" and of eight sheets of steel which make up the lampshade structure. The beam line is located along the central axis of the piston, which also supports the magnet coil at its base.
The design luminosity of RHIC is relatively low. However, this is somewhat compensated by the fact that production rates for massive objects, such as the J / $ and Y mesons, scale approximately with A1.8-1*2, where A is the mass of the colliding nuclei.
This results in reasonable expected counting rates as shown in Table 1 . for AufAu collisions at standard design luminosity. Note that the J / $ and the $' in the electron spectrum and the Y in the muon spectrum appear in regions that are essentially background-free. As can be noted from Table 1 , the expected production rate for the Y' is only 120 events per year. Consequently, the higher states of the Y are not seen in the one-month spectrum of Fig. 20 . However, the resolution of the PHENIX muon spectrometer is adequate for the determination of yields of the higher T states given a sufficiently long running period.
The STAR experiment at RHIC
The emphasis of STAR (Solenoidal Tracker at RHIC) is on the measurement and correlation of global observables on an event-by-event basis and on the use of the hard-11 scattering of partons to probe properties of the QGP or of high-density hadronic matter. To accomplish these objectives, full track reconstruction and particle identification will be carried out for most charged particles emitted in any given collision in the two central units of rapidity, where the particle rapidity density is expected to be about 1000. The detector consists of a time-projection chamber (TPC) located inside a 0.5-T solenoidal magnetic field and surrounded by a time-of-flight barrel and an electromagnetic calorimeter. A silicon-drift detector will be located at the center of the TPC, and additional, external TPCs will cover regions of high rapidity. The track density that the detector has to be capable of handling over the entire detector volume is similar to that which is produced in a small region when a jet fragments into hadrons. Particle identification capability will be provided for pions, kaons, and protons at rapidities below 1, and momentum spectra will be obtained for e. spectral shape parameters of a large range of identified particles which are related to the temperatures attained in individual collisions.
In conclusion, I have indicated that the RHIC project is well underway, and that the two major experiments planned for the facility, PHENIX and STAR, are being implemented with broad capabilities to address future exciting physics issues. A strong argument can be made that European groups should join the RHIC effort even with the advent of the LHC project at CERN. Aside from covering different energy regions, the two projects are shifted in time by over five years relative to each other, and RHIC is a machine dedicated to nucleus-nucleus studies, while the LHC will be available only on a limited basis. Invariant Mass (GeV/c*) Figure 19 . PHENIX simulated dielectron spectrum expected from central Au-tAu collisions in an eight-day RHIC run at standard luminosity. In more recent calculations, a background that is 60% higher than that shown here is anticipated.
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